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Rugged

Splendour

Knock On Wood conjures an
air of power and opulence by
juxtaposing luxe fabrics against
a raw, industrial chic backdrop at
RR Decor’s flagship showroom in
New Delhi

beSt buyS
60 furnishings, furniture and
accessories for a home that’s
effortlessly in vogue for the new year

COlOuR & Style
Five industry experts reveal the
hottest trends in design and
decor for 2018
Also featuring: FADD Studio, Farming Architects, Matthew Flower, Sandesh Prabhu Design Studio, Sharpener Inc,
Studio US Design, The Grid Architects and Usine Studio

new delhi gets a new
nivasa store

niVAsA hAs opened iTs second sTAndAlone sTore AT
Sultanpur in New delhi. Spanning a massive area of 12,000 sq ft, the
store has been divided into sections like living room, bedroom, bar and
more. The idea is to make design accessible and help visualize the
various interior and decor concepts for different styles. with the
launch of the new store, the brand has also introduced its new
collection called Nivasa Contemporary which sees a clever mix of raw
textures with sleek finishes, dense metal with delicate glass and
leather stitched in contrasting hues.
www.nivasa.com

meraas – a new decor
brand enters new delhi

merAAs, A lUxUry hAndcrAFTs brAnd ThAT celebrATes
authentic Kashmiri and Persian artefacts, has recently opened its
12,000 sq ft showroom at MG Road in New delhi. The basement
houses some amazing museum pieces, room partitions and papier
mache; and the ground floor has beds, dining tables, soft furnishings,
wall plates, utility boxes, pashmina shawls, and stoles on display. The
first floor displays the best from the carpet world. with a deep-rooted
understanding and practical knowledge of artistry passed on from
generations, the brand strives to preserve the 600-year-old heritage
of Kashmiri crafts and create a stable livelihood for the artisans.
www.meraascrafts.com

Boconcept new store in mumbai sedie design forays into the
indian market
boconcepT,
danish designer
and retailer of
Scandinavian
furniture products
and accessories, has
opened its second
flagship store, in
Mumbai. located at
Raghuvanshi Mills in
lower Parel, the
store is spread over
an area of 3,500 sq
ft and is divided into
13 sections, each
depicting various
spaces, like living
room, dining room,
bedroom and work
spaces of a home.
The products are a
combination of
function and design;
a natural fit for
Mumbai homes. To suit both the culturally-diverse tastes and price
points in india, the brand also relentlessly focusses products that are
innovative and high on utility.
www.boconcept.com/hi-in
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sedie design, An exQUisiTe e-commerce websiTe ThAT
offers premium home and contract designer furniture exclusively
made in italy, has now forayed into the indian market. Sedie design
also brings the best european brands in furniture and furnishings to
the indian shore. Products offered ranges offers classic stone and
glass furnishings to experimental designs with italian bull leather and
vegetable tannage. Apart from manufacturing its own range of
bespoke design furniture, the brand also sells semi-finished items for
furniture manufacturers. They also offer complete pre-sales and postsales support — from taking orders to shipping management (right up
to extra items and customizations). Sedie design delivers to your
home or any other specified location.
www.sedie.design

